
CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

CHALLENGE:
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation’s annual due 
diligence questionnaire process was a time-
consuming, cumbersome task, requiring more than 
80 hours of time to ensure surveys were returned 
and converted into PDFs for storage.

SOLUTION:
The foundation needed a better way —   
a seamless, automated workflow to track emails, 
organize completed surveys and bolster its 
reporting capabilities. They got it with Backstop 
Integrator, an automation and integration 
solution that takes data from disparate sources 
and pulls it straight into Backstop.

BENEFITS:
    Increased transparency and efficiency in  
data aggregation

    Seamless investment processes

    Data-driven decision-making that leads to 
higher returns for its mission

W.K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION
STORIED FOUNDATION GETS A “HAPPILY EVER AFTER” 
WITH BACKSTOP INTEGRATOR

Every
MINUTE
matters®
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BACKSTOP INTEGRATOR TO THE RESCUE
To connect its disparate data systems and due diligence survey and reporting processes, the foundation turned to 
Backstop Integrator for a seamless process that doesn’t result in headaches and therapy sessions.

The solution allowed the foundation to unlock its data, eliminating the manual work once required to tackle the job. 
“Backstop Integrator has been a game changer for our annual questionnaire process,” Withers said. 

Backstop Integrator provides streamlined processes and increased transparency and efficiency in  
data aggregation. 

SEAMLESS WORKFLOW
 1    Survey results are sent straight from SurveyMonkey to Backstop.

 2   The integration gives the foundation total control of how their data is visualized and reported.

INTRODUCTION
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation (WKKF) has a storied history 
of supporting children and families. Founded in 1930 by 
breakfast cereal innovator and entrepreneur Will Keith 
Kellogg, the organization is one of the United States’ largest 
foundations and works to improve conditions for vulnerable 
children across the U.S., Haiti and Mexico.

The foundation grants millions of dollars to organizations 
and communities every year, and its investment portfolio 
makes that work possible. 

But the annual process to gather questionnaires from investment managers was tedious, taking the team’s 
focus away from working toward the foundation’s critical mission. This year’s effort to gather results from 
120 surveys was a monumental undertaking that involved preparing, creating and sending the surveys via 
SurveyMonkey and then processing the responses. It was no small task.

To do the work, the team spent at least two hours a day for a couple of months monitoring which managers 
had completed the survey and then converting their responses to PDFs to be stored in Backstop. All told, 
it took the team more than 80 hours to accomplish the annual task. What’s more, these administrative 
responsibilities reduced the time the foundation had to make the kinds of data-driven investment decisions 
that better support its mission.

But, never fear. The story has a happy ending. In fact, one staff member told Stephanie Withers, the 
foundation’s senior manager of investment operations, “It’s like a fairy tale.”   

https://www.backstopsolutions.com/
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GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY

1    Documents are linked to survey results.

2   Review processes take less time.

3   Investment processes are seamless.

“We believe in the power of being a data-driven organization,” 
Withers said. “As we look to the future, integrations like these 
[with Backstop Integrator] will allow us to use our resources 
more efficiently, support real-time decision-making and ultimately 
help us deliver higher returns for our mission.” 

INSPIRED BY BACKSTOP 
The foundation’s team is eager to integrate more of its 
operations, including its diverse manager survey, due diligence 
documents, onboarding information and custodian data, via 
Backstop Integrator.

Going forward, Withers only sees possibility as the  
foundation bolsters its workflows and builds better 
communication strategies within Backstop. She plans for it  
to become the central hub — a single source of truth —  
where team members can find whatever information they need.

“Through this integration, Backstop is making seamless 
communication possible,” she said. “It’s a big deal for our 
team, and it’s inspired us to look for other data automation 
opportunities with Backstop.”

But don’t just take it from us. Check out this video that the 
Kellogg Foundation created to tell their story of how Backstop 
Integrator transformed their work — and lived happily ever after.

HIDDEN GEM: 

BACKSTOP EMAIL 
CENTER 
The email center saves the foundation 
countless hours as it sends email blasts and 
monitors responses. With it, the team can: 

1   Create a distribution list in Backstop.

2   Send an email blast, attaching files 
as needed.

3   Check in to see who has received the 
email and responded.

4   Resend emails as necessary.

“I have fallen in love with the Email Center,” 
said one staff member. 

“As we look to the future, integrations like these [with Backstop Integrator] will 
allow us to use our resources more efficiently, support real-time decision-making 

and ultimately help us deliver higher returns for our mission.”

https://www.backstopsolutions.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdMq_NAGutk
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ABOUT BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS
Because every minute matters, Backstop’s mission is to help the institutional investment industry use time to its fullest 
potential. We develop technology to simplify and streamline otherwise time-consuming tasks and processes, enabling our 
clients to quickly and easily access, share, and manage the knowledge that’s critical to their day-to-day business success. 
Backstop provides its industry-leading cloud-based productivity suite to family offices, investment consultants, pensions, 
funds of funds, endowments, foundations, private equity, hedge funds, and real estate investment firms.

To learn more about Backstop Solutions contact:

backstopsolutions.com

info@backstopsolutions.com 

Main:
+1 312 277-7700

Sales:
+1 312 277-7701

United Kingdom:
+44 0-800-069-8582

Hong Kong:
+852 3511 6015
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